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7 [1] Spherical aggregates named clay-clast aggregates (CCAs) have been reported
8 from recent investigations on retrieved clay-bearing fault gouges from shallow depth
9 seismogenic faults and rotary shear experiments conducted on clay-bearing gouge
10 at seismic slip rates. The formation of CCAs appears to be related to the shearing of a
11 smectite-rich granular material that expands and becomes fluidized. We have conducted
12 additional high-velocity rotary shear experiments and low-velocity double-shear experiments.
13 We demonstrate that a critical temperature depending on dynamic pressure-temperature
14 conditions is needed for the formation of CCAs. This temperature corresponds to the phase
15 transition of pore water from liquid to vapor or to critical, which induced gouge pore fluid
16 expansion and therefore a thermal pressurization of the fault. A detailed examination by
17 energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX-SEM) element mapping, SEM, and transmission
18 electron microscopy (TEM) shows strong similar characteristics of experimental and natural
19 CCAs with a concentric well-organized fabric of the cortex and reveals that their
20 development may result from the combination of electrostatic and capillary forces in a
21 critical reactive medium during the dynamic slip weakening. Accordingly, the occurrence of
22 CCAs in natural clay-rich fault gouges constitutes new unequivocal textural evidence for
23 shallow depth thermal pressurization and consequently for past seismic faulting.

24 Citation: Boutareaud, S., A.-M. Boullier, M. Andréani, D.-G. Calugaru, P. Beck, S.-R. Song, and T. Shimamoto (2010), Clay clast

25 aggregates in gouges: New textural evidence for seismic faulting, J. Geophys. Res., 115, XXXXXX, doi:10.1029/2008JB006254.

27 1. Introduction

28 [2] Fault gouge spherical clast-clay aggregates (CCAs),
29 i.e., disjunctive monominerallic or polymineralic clasts sur-
30 rounded by a cortex of concentric fine-grained aggregated
31 material, have been found in association with carbonate-rich
32 or smectite-rich fault rocks [Beutner and Gerbi, 2005; Warr
33 and Cox, 2001; Boullier et al., 2009]. Smectite (montmo-
34 rillonite), as an alteration product of cataclastic fault-rock
35 primary minerals, is of particular interest because it is a
36 common mineral found in gouges within the principal slip

37zones (PSZ) [Sibson, 2003] of crustal faults [Wang et al.,
381980; Vrolijk and van der Pluijm, 1999]. In addition, its
39occurrence as mixed-layer phases has been recently found
40in association with active fault branches of the San Andreas
41fault [Solum et al., 2006], the Nojima fault [Ohtani et al.,
422000; Mizoguchi et al., 2008], and the Chelungpu fault
43[Kuo et al., 2005]. For the Chelungpu fault, Boullier et al.
44[2009] have recognized the Chi-Chi earthquake PSZ on the
45basis of its microstructures (isotropic layer without any
46later veins, shear zones, or fractures), in which they have
47observed natural CCAs. Similar to previous authors [Tanaka
48et al., 2006; Kano et al., 2006], they conclude that CCAs,
49together with other evidence such as grain size segregation
50obeying Brazil nut effect and isotropic texture of the PSZ,
51although more than 8 m of displacement took place on it,
52are good microstructural markers for fluidization and ther-
53mal pressurization during the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake.
54[3] To understand the structure and the mechanical
55behavior of the PSZ during an earthquake, several authors
56[Mizoguchi, 2004; Mizoguchi et al., 2007b; Boutareaud,
572007; Boutareaud et al., 2008c; Brantut et al., 2008] have
58recently experimentally reproduced seismic slip along a
59fault with an intervening gouge by submitting a clay-rich
60layer of unconsolidated material to rapid rotary shear.
61However, only few of them have succeeded in experimen-
62tally producing CCAs [Boutareaud et al., 2008c].
63[4] The aim of this contribution is first to compare natural
64CCAs in the Chelungpu fault gouge with experimental
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65 CCAs obtained from additional high-velocity rotary shear
66 experiments, second to identify the relevant parameters
67 responsible for their formation in in light of the of low-
68 velocity double-shear experiments for which no CCA could
69 be observed, and finally, to propose a scenario for the
70 formation of these peculiar microstructures.

71 2. Geological and Experimental Context of CCAs

72 [5] The natural CCAs come from the same fault zone
73 sampled by two boreholes of the Taiwan Chelungpu Drilling
74 Project (TCDP): FZA1111 (Hole A, Fault Zone at 1111 m)
75 and FZB1136 (Hole B, Fault Zone at 1136 m). CCAs have
76 been observed in theMw 7.6 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake PSZ in
77 FZA1111 and in an older gouge layer corresponding to a past
78 earthquake in FZB1136 [Boullier et al., 2009]. The PSZ of
79 the Hole Awas characterized by a total displacement of 5m at
80 the TCDP Hole A location [Yu et al., 2001] and a high slip
81 velocity (up to 4 m s�1), for an important temperature
82 increase (up to 400�C) [Mishima et al., 2006].
83 [6] To experimentally reproduce CCAs, two major tests
84 have been conducted: high-velocity rotary shear experi-
85 ments and low-velocity double-shear experiments. For these
86 tests, we used distilled water as pore fluid and the same
87 natural gouge. This gouge comes from a natural clay-rich
88 gouge sampled from the Usukidani fault, which is an active
89 fault of southwest Japan [Boutareaud et al., 2008b]. It has

90been sieved in order to first eliminate clasts larger than
9180 mm (clay fraction represents 15.7%), and second to
92obtain a starting gouge material free from any preferred
93orientation.
94[7] Thirty-five representative high-velocity rotary shear
95experiments have been conducted on rotating cylindrical
96samples (Table 1) [Boutareaud, 2007], using a high-speed
97rotary shear apparatus [Shimamoto and Tsutsumi, 1994].
98The experimental fault is composed of two 24.4 mm
99diameter solid granite cylinders that are first ground to
100obtain rough wall surfaces, and then reassembled with an
101intervening layer of calcite 0.8 mm thick clay-rich gouge. A
102Teflon ring surrounds the simulated fault in order to avoid
103gouge or liquid water expulsion during rotation. However,
104this does not constitute a seal for water vapor. The assembly
105is then placed in the rotary shear apparatus, where one
106cylinder remains stationary while the other rotates (see
107Boutareaud et al. [2008c] for experimental setup and
108procedure). The area of simulated faults is 468 mm2, for
109an unlimited displacement of 10–60 s of usual test dura-
110tion. Slip velocity was fixed at 0.09 m s�1, 0.9 m s�1, and
1111.3 m s�1 under 0.6 and 1.2 MPa, in initially nonsaturated
112(room humidity; typically 60% relative humidity) and
113saturated conditions and at room temperature.
114[8] The duration of these experiments and the observed
115dramatic dynamic stress drop (i.e., an exponential decrease
116of the dynamic friction coefficient from a peak value down

t1.1 Table 1. Summary of the Main Experimental Parameters for All Conducted High-Velocity Experiments

Run Moisture Condition
Slip Velocity

(m s�1)
Normal Stress

(MPa)
Gouge Layer Thickness
After Experiment (mm)

Total Displacement
(m)t1.2

569 Saturated 1.3 0.6 875 64.0t1.3
576 Saturated 1.3 0.6 – 33.5t1.4
572 Saturated 1.3 0.6 – 28.9t1.5
581 Nonsaturated 1.3 0.6 – 34.6t1.6
728 Nonsaturated 1.3 0.6 1000 26.6t1.7
571 Saturated 0.9 0.6 – 64.4t1.8
564 Saturated 0.9 0.6 1000 50.7t1.9
521 Saturated 0.9 0.6 750 40.3t1.10
527 Saturated 0.9 0.6 1050 48.6t1.11
577 Saturated 0.9 0.6 – 30.5t1.12
547 Nonsaturated 0.9 0.6 340 42.8t1.13
574 Nonsaturated 0.9 0.6 – 23.3t1.14
553 Nonsaturated 0.9 0.6 445 39.1t1.15
545 Nonsaturated 0.9 0.6 – 36.9t1.16
566 Saturated 0.09 0.6 875 4.3t1.17
575 Saturated 0.09 0.6 – 4.0t1.18
585 Saturated 0.09 0.6 – 3.7t1.19
565 Saturated 0.09 0.6 – 3.7t1.20
554 Saturated 0.09 0.6 815 2.5t1.21
568 Saturated 0.09 0.6 940 2.5t1.22
560 Nonsaturated 0.09 0.6 825 5.9t1.23
550 Nonsaturated 0.09 0.6 – 4.3t1.24
551 Nonsaturated 0.09 0.6 1175 9.6t1.25
583 Saturated 1.3 1.2 – 24.6t1.26
579 Saturated 1.3 1.2 750 26.0t1.27
582 Nonsaturated 1.3 1.2 – 57.5t1.28
580 Nonsaturated 1.3 1.2 900 29.3t1.29
586 Saturated 0.9 1.2 – 37.1t1.30
587 Saturated 0.9 1.2 – 28.8t1.31
549 Saturated 0.09 1.2 625 8.3t1.32
548 Saturated 0.09 1.2 500 10.6t1.33
584 Saturated 0.09 1.2 – 2.8t1.34
567 Saturated 0.09 1.2 1150 2.0t1.35
559 Nonsaturated 0.09 1.2 – 4.3t1.36
578 Nonsaturated 0.09 1.2 1025 2.6t1.37
558 Nonsaturated 0.09 1.2 – 1.3t1.38
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117 to a steady state value) differ from 0.09 to 1.3 m s�1, but
118 remain representative to the typical risetime and breakdown
119 stress drop of large earthquakes, respectively, determined
120 on the basis of seismological recordings [Mizoguchi et al.,
121 2007b].
122 [9] On the basis of a computation of a 2-D framework
123 extending the Lachenbruch’s [1980] model, using SETMP
124 software to solve the heat equation by finite element method
125 [Calugaru et al., 2003], temperature evolution has been
126 calculated for the whole sheared gouge layer and validated
127 by comparing computed temperatures with thermocouple
128 measurements [Boutareaud, 2007; Boutareaud et al.,
129 2008c].The numerical method considers that all frictional
130 work is converted into heat and temperature changes are
131 only caused by heat production and heat diffusion. Then,
132 the heat source term is proportional to the measured shear
133 stress and the radial position. The temperature evolution of
134 only two points located on the simulated PSZ (hereafter
135 narrow ultrafine-grained foliated gouge layer) is investigated:
136 one at the center of the cylinder (Tc), which corresponds to the
137 minimum radial velocity, and the other at the periphery of
138 the cylinder (Tp), which corresponds to the maximum radial
139 velocity. Temperatures have been reported here for the
140 0.09 m s�1 experiments at 0.6 MPa, for which postrun thin
141 sections of initially nonsaturated conditions show CCAs
142 (e.g., layer 2 in Figure 1), whereas initially saturated con-
143 ditions do not show any CCA (see Figure 4). In initially
144 nonsaturated conditions, the maximum temperature reached
145 by exponential increase after 60 s by Tp is 209�C,whereas it is
146 61�C for Tc. In initially saturated conditions, the maximum
147 temperature reached after 60 s by Tp is 97�C, whereas it is
148 37�C for Tc (Figure 2).
149 [10] It is remarkable that whatever slip velocity and
150 initially humid conditions, all of the high-velocity experi-
151 ments, except the 0.09 m s�1 experiments in initially
152 saturated conditions, show that the simulated fault zone
153 experienced dilatancy in the first meters of displacement
154 [Boutareaud et al., 2008c].

155[11] Five low-velocity double-shear experiments have
156been conducted using a biaxial frictional apparatus at Kyoto
157University (Table 2). The experimental fault is double at the
158interface of three rectangular blocks of gabbro, with a size of
15920 � 40 � 60 mm for right and left blocks and 39 � 40 �
16070 mm for the central block. Normal stress is applied
161horizontally by a hydraulic jack, and shear stress is applied
162vertically by the use of an electric motor and a gear system
163(see Mair and Marone [1999] for complete experimental
164setup and procedure). Experiments were performed in ini-
165tially nonsaturated (room humidity; typically 60% relative
166humidity) and saturated conditions, at room temperature. The
167area of simulated faults is 20 cm2, for a maximum displace-
168ment limited at 2 cm, and a thickness of about 1 mm. Load
169point velocity was fixed at 0.014, 0.14, 1.4, and 14 mm s�1

170and normal load was fixed at 20, 30, or 45 MPa (Table 2).
171[12] No dramatic slip weakening could be observed at the
172starting of these experiments, for an applied constant load
173point velocity.
174[13] No temperature measurement or calculation has been
175done for this type of experiment. However, a rough calcu-
176lation following the first term of equation (1) of Noda and
177Shimamoto [2005] would give a maximum temperature
178increase of 0.2�C for experiments conducted at 14 mm s�1

179and 30 MPa after 18 mm of displacement (with friction
180coefficient = 0.8, gouge heat capacity = 1000 J kg�1 K�1,
181and gouge density = 2000 kg m�3). This is consistent with
182the maximum temperature change of 5.4�C measured by
183Mair and Marone [2000] for similar experiments conducted
184at 0.3–3 mm s�1 and normal load fixed at 70 MPa after
18518 mm of displacement. No CCA could be observed on any
186postrun thin sections from our experiments (e.g., Figure 3).

1873. Microstructures of CCAs and
188Ultrafine-Grained Foliated Gouges

189[14] Thin section observation by SEM shows that the
190starting gouge powder for rotary shear experiments does not

Figure 1. SEM image of a view part of the fault zone from run 521, showing the typical ultrafine-
grained foliated gouge zone (1) and CCA-bearing gouge layer (2). Section is perpendicular to the fault
zone and parallel to the slip direction at the boundary part of the cylindrical fault assembly. The top rock
corresponds to the rotating side and the bottom rock to the stationary side of the experimental assembly.
(3) Epoxy layer. (4) Location of the area observed in Figure 11.
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191 contain any CCA. The estimated surface percentage occu-
192 pied by CCAs on thin section is much lower in the natural
193 gouge (<10%) than in the postexperiment gouges (from
194 �11% at 0.09 m s�1 in initially nonsaturated conditions,
195 up to �39% at 1.3 m s�1 in initially saturated conditions;
196 Figure 4). The maximum diameter of the inner cores
197 (central clasts hereafter) is 150 mm (50 mm as a mean) for
198 natural CCAs, whereas it is 375 mm (20 mm as a mean) for
199 the experimental CCAs. Normalized and inverse cumulative
200 particle size distribution in the postexperiment gouges (see
201 Keulen et al. [2007] for the method) for tests conducted at
202 0.09, 0.9, and 1.3 m s�1 shows an increase in the diameter
203 of postexperiment particles with respect to the diameter of
204 starting gouge particles, regardless of initially humid con-
205 ditions and slip velocity (Figure 5).
206 [15] According to X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses
207 (CuKa radiation, with an accelerating voltage of 40 kV
208 and a filament current of 40 mA), the two gouges (i.e.,
209 natural and postexperiment gouges) are composed of quartz,
210 K-feldspar, plagioclase, calcite, chlorite, muscovite, pyrite,
211 kaolinite, illite, and undefined illite-smectite mixed layers
212 for the major species (Figure 6). No lime, hydrated lime,
213 siderite nor glassy material is clearly revealed on postex-
214 periment gouges. Detailed investigations by scanning elec-
215 tron microscope (SEM) and cathodoluminescence (not
216 reported) show first that the central monomineralic clasts
217 are rounded to sub-rounded and consist essentially of
218 quartz, calcite, or K-feldspar, and second that the central

219polymineralic clasts are constituted by clay particles exhibit-
220ing a strong preferred orientation with few fragments of
221quartz, calcite or K-feldspar.
222[16] Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX-SEM)
223element composition mappings conducted on the two types
224of monomineralic CCAs (FZB1136 and 521 for natural and
225experimental CCAs, respectively) display a higher relative
226atomic density of Al, Mg, and Fe elements in the CCA
227cortex than those in the gouge matrix (Figure 7). Addition-
228ally, under crossed polarizers combined to a gypsum plate, a
229remarkable pair of blue to yellow quadrants in the cortex
230highlights the preferred orientation of clays concentrically
231coating the central clast (Figure 8). The thickness of this
232annular cortex rarely overpasses the value of 5 mm for
233natural CCAs and 15 mm for experimental CCAs.
234[17] Two focused ion beam (FIB) sections of about 100
235nm in thickness were extracted from a natural (FZB1136)
236and an experimental (521) monomineralic CCA, respectively
237(shown in Figures 7a and 7b). Transmission electron micro-
238scopy (TEM) observations of these two FIB sections show an
239alternation of comparable concentric zones from the clast-
240cortex interface toward the surroundings (Figures 9a and 9e):
241(1) a large rounded to subrounded central clast that is
242moderately fractured, (2) a micron-thick (1–3 mm for natural
243CCAs, �100–400 nm for experimental CCAs) cataclastic
244porous layer at the edge of the central clast, which is
245chemically similar to the central clast and made of very small
246crystal fragments as shown by the electron diffraction pat-

t2.1 Table 2. Summary of the Main Experimental Parameters for all Conducted Low-Velocity Experiments

Run Moisture Condition
Slip Velocity
(mm s�1)

Normal Stress
(MPa)

Gouge Layer Thickness
After Experiment (mm)

Total Displacement
(m)t2.2

BAF075 Saturated 0.014–0.14 20 348 3.7t2.3
BAF086 Saturated 0.014–1.4 45 478 10.4t2.4
BAF088 Saturated 0.014–1.4 45 283 13.6t2.5
BAF093 Nonsaturated 0.014–14 30 304 22.1t2.6
BAF094 Saturated 0.014–0.14 20 456 3.7t2.7

Figure 2. Temperature evolution calculated at the center (revolution axis, Tc) and at the periphery (Tp)
of the rotating cylinder as a function of time, for two representative experiments conducted at 0.09 m s�1

and 0.6 MPa, in initially nonsaturated conditions (subscript 1 for 560) and initially saturated conditions
(subscript 2 for 566), respectively. The calculation follows procedure described by Boutareaud et al.
[2008a].
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247 terns (Figures 9c and 9f), (3) a �20–50 nm thick layer of
248 clays that shows a strong preferred orientation parallel to the
249 clast margin and that surrounds the cataclastic layer
250 (Figures 9c and 9f), and (4) a heterogeneous surrounding
251 cortex composed essentially of illite-smectite mixed layers
252 showing first an average preferred orientation with their
253 (0 0 1) planes subparallel to the central clast margin, and
254 second a random alternation of concentric micrometric
255 porous and dense layers, well-developed on experimental

256CCAs (Figures 9d and 9h). These former layers can be
257occasionally absent because of a hole, or locally irregularly
258amorphous on electron diffraction (Figure 9g). Hence, as a
259rule, crystallinity of clays that compose the cortex of natural
260CCAs is remarkably complete, whereas it remains partial
261for experimental CCAs. The cortex of the two types of
262CCAs commonly includes nanometric mineral fragments
263(from 10 up to 1000 nm) of quartz, feldspar, calcite, or
264chlorite embedded in a clay material (Figures 9d and 9h). In
265addition, clasts of chlorite are usually hole-scattered, which
266is typical of a thermal dehydration process.
267[18] Detailed observations of the postexperiment gouges
268also show a narrow and ultrafine-grained foliated gouge
269layer (layer 1 in Figure 1). This gouge layer is composed of
270strongly oriented clay particles parallel to the fault gouge
271boundaries and mixed with small (about 1 mm) rounded
272mineral fragments. The foliated gouge is not mixed within
273but crosscuts the nonfoliated gouge in an anastomosed
274network. It is observed along one or both granite-gouge
275boundaries, and it is generally thicker on the rotating side
276than on the stationary side. No CCAs are observed in the
277foliated gouge. Microprobe analyses indicate that the foliated
278gouge has the same chemical composition as the nonfoliated
279gouge [Boutareaud, 2007]. At least, it is remarkable that the
280central clast of the largest experimental CCAs is always
281composed of a fragment derived from this foliated gouge
282(Figure 10b), with strong similar characteristics to the largest
283natural CCAs (Figure 10a).
284[19] We used a Bruker Optics infrared (IR) microscope
285(Hyperion) to measure the transmittance of IR-light passing
286through a gouge postexperiment thin section (521 and 728).
287Resulting transmittance data are converted into absorbance
288(Abs) to determine accurately the absorbance wavelength of
289H2O and OH peaks (see Castro et al. [2008] for the method).

Figure 3. BSE and SEM images showing clasts free from
any aggregated cortex, representative of experiments con-
ducted (a and b) from 0.014 to 14 mm s�1 at 30 MPa in
initially nonsaturated conditions (for BAF93) and (c and d)
at 0.09 m s�1 and 0.6 MPa in initially saturated conditions
(for 566).

Figure 4. Graph showing the CCA abundance for most of experiments conducted at 0.09, 0.9, and
1.3 m s�1 confined at 0.6 MPa. On the basis of images derived from drawings using Illustrator software,
we calculated CCA abundance is by measuring the ratio the surface occupied by CCAs to the total fault
zone surface on thin section, under the optical microscope or SEM using ImageJ analysis software
[Boutareaud et al., 2007]. Dashed and solid lines correspond to initially saturated and initially
nonsaturated conditions, respectively. The question marks indicate the potential starting apparition of
CCAs related to the critical temperature for pore water phase transition (see text for discussion).
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290 However, gouge layers on postexperiment thin sections are
291 neither perfectly planar nor homogeneous, but rather swell-
292 ing and locally compacted. Therefore, to compare one gouge
293 area with the other, we calculated the ratio of Abs OH peak
294 values on Abs H2O peak values, considering that there was
295 no release of OH (radical) during rotary shear experiments
296 from clays (i.e., temperature did not overpass 550�C). From
297 this procedure, it results that (Figure 11): (1) a high ratio value
298 corresponds to a small amount of interlayer water within clay
299 minerals (i.e., low hydration state of clays); and (2) con-
300 versely, a low ratio value corresponds to a large amount of
301 interlayer water within clay minerals (i.e., high hydration
302 state of clays). This method of investigation shows that the
303 hydration state of the ultrafine-grained foliated gouge is
304 about half the hydration state of the nonfoliated gouge that
305 contains CCAs (Figure 11a). In addition, it is remarkable that
306 the central part of CCAs with a foliated gouge as central clast
307 exhibits a very low hydration state, whereas the cortex shows
308 a higher hydration state, and the surrounding gouge matrix
309 shows a more higher hydration state (see 4 in Figure 11b).

310 4. Interpretations and Discussion

311 4.1. Formation of CCAs

312 [20] The measured mean size of the central monominer-
313 alic clasts of quartz for natural and experimental CCAs is in
314 the range of the size of particles produced by crushing (from
315 3 to 100 mm with 25 mm as a mean according to Jefferson et

316al. [1997]), suggesting that the central clasts and their initial
317size reduction essentially result from fragmentation and
318comminution mechanisms under elastic compressive load-
319ing, which is inversely related to confining pressure and shear
320displacement [Engelder, 1974; Anderson et al., 1983]. In the
321meantime, the presence of nanometric mineral fragments of
322quartz observed within the cortex of natural and experimental
323CCAs suggests that shock-loading and subcritical crack
324growth processes in compression may occur for particles
325lower than the griding limit of 1 mm [Sammis and Ben-Zion,
3262008] during fragmentation and comminution.
327[21] The fracture probability of a grain is known to be
328directly controlled by the relative density and size of the
329nearest neighboring clasts [Sammis et al., 1987; Mair and
330Hazzard, 2007; Sammis and King, 2007], and the fractal
331dimension of grain size distribution to increase systemati-
332cally with increasing strain [Abe and Mair, 2005; Marone
333and Scholz, 1989] at least for particles larger than 1 mm
334[Keulen et al., 2007]. To the contrary, a decrease of the
335fractal dimension D in the postexperiment gouge from 0.09
336to 1.3 m s�1 can be observed, which is an increase of the
337diameter for largest particles (Figure 5). This unexpected
338result, combined to the presence of the nanometric clasts
339embedded within the cortex of the two types of CCAs,
340suggests the occurrence of an aggregation process that
341allows cohesion of wear debris particles to the growing
342cortex from the surroundings. The critical parameters that
343control this process need to be determined.

Figure 5. Graph showing the normalized and inverse cumulative weight particle size frequency of the
starting gouge power and the postexperiment gouge PSZ for representative experiments conducted at
0.09, 0.9, and 1.3 m s�1 confined at 0.6 MPa for initially saturated (blue) and initially nonsaturated (red)
conditions. Particle abundance (without any distinction between CCAs or clasts) is estimated from SEM
and optical photomicrographs using ImageJ analysis software but laser granulometry (Beckmann-Coulter
LSD230) and ultrasound box for the starting gouge powder [Boutareaud et al., 2008c]. Blue and red
correspond to initially saturated and initially nonsaturated conditions, respectively, and S.G. stands for
starting gouge powder. D number indicates the calculated fractal dimension in two dimensions ±1
standard deviation, i.e., the slope of the corresponding best fit curve. Last numbers correspond to the total
slip displacement.
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344 [22] According to the observed surface abundance of
345 CCAs in two-dimensions (Figure 4), initially humid con-
346 ditions and slip velocity appear to play a major role in their
347 apparition. Similarly, according to the cumulative grain-size

348distribution of CCAs, their development (i.e., their abun-
349dance) seems to be controlled by additional parameters. One
350of these parameters might be the amount of total displace-
351ment. The lower surface percentage of CCAs observed

Figure 6. Comparison of X-ray diffraction patterns of postexperiment gouges, for representative
experiments conducted at the two seismic velocities of 0.09 and 0.9 m s�1 at 0.6 MPa. The peaks
intensities are normalized to the main quartz peak of the initial state. Ill, illite; Sm, smectite; Chl, chlorite;
K, kaolinite; O, orthoclase; Mi, microcline; Q, quartz; Mu, muscovite; Ca, calcite; P, pyrite. Inset shows a
simulated fault surface once the upper rock cylinder has been removed. Slickensides can be observed
from the periphery to the center of the simulated fault surface. Orange and pink correspond to the
peripheral and the central parts of the fault, respectively, which have been sampled after experiments for
X-ray diffraction analyses.
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352 within the PSZ of the Chelungpu fault for a lower amount of
353 displacement during the Chi-Chi earthquake is consistent
354 with such experimental results.
355 [23] Comparing the 0.09 m s�1 experiments for saturated
356 and nonsaturated conditions, it appears that for the whole
357 duration of the two runs, calculated temperatures of the two
358 sheared gouges are always higher for the nonsaturated con-
359 ditions with respect to the saturated conditions (Figure 2).
360 According to the water phase diagram [Wagner and Pruss,
361 2002], at 0.6 MPa the water liquid-to-vapor phase transition
362 occurs at 160�C. Our calculation shows that this critical
363 temperature is only reached by the peripheral gouge for
364 nonsaturated experiments (after 27.3 s, i.e., is after 1.3 m of
365 the effective displacement). Concerning low-velocity experi-
366 ments, the maximum temperature increase at 30 MPa is
367 0.2�C (see section 2), with no water phase change expected
368 before 370�C [Wagner and Pruss, 2002]. On the basis of
369 post-run thin section observations of low- and high-velocity

370experiments, we can say that CCAs are only present for
371tests conducted at seismic velocities (i.e., at 0.09, 0.9, and
3721.3 m s�1), except for the experiments in saturated conditions
373at 0.09m s�1. This clearly shows that a critical temperature of
374gouge water phase transition is needed for the formation of
375CCAs.
376[24] The nearly perfect sphere shape, the large size of
377some central clasts, and the apparent individual disjunction
378of CCAs indicate that they were packed loosely enough and
379dispersed during shearing to avoid intense grain contact
380regime and consecutive comminution. The nearly perfect
381sphere shape of CCAs, the concentrically coating of cortex
382layers, the random radial alternation of the micrometric
383porous and dense clay layers of the CCA cortex, their nearly
384constant thickness, and the similar chemical composition of
385the cortex compared with the surrounding gouge suggest that
386fragmentation-survivor clasts distributed throughout the
387entire gouge layer are individually wrapped by the successive

Figure 7. EDX-SEM element composition mappings of a typical CCAs, in (a) natural and
(b) experimental conditions. Figure 7a comes from the gouge PSZ of the Chelungpu fault (gouge retrieved
from the TCDP Hole B at 1136 m depth, i.e., FZB1136). Figure 7b comes from a postexperiment gouge
sheared at 0.9 m s�1 in initially saturated conditions (521). Only Al, Mg, and Fe elements show a strong
signal for the cortex of CCAs. The red bar on the bottom right is 20 mm. Points 1 and 2 locate FIB section
observed by TEM in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Microphotographs under crossed polars with a gypsum plate of CCAs. (a) Natural CCA from
the TCDP Hole A retrieved from 1111 m depth (FZA1111). (b) Experimental CCA from a run conducted
from 0.9 m s�1 at 0.6 MPa in initially nonsaturated conditions (553). Inset shows the positions of crossed
polars and gypsum plate.
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Figure 9
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388 clay layers thanks to a dynamic rotation of central clasts, i.e.,
389 is a rolling process. According to Mair and Marone [2000]
390 and Mair et al. [2002], mechanical rotation of clasts in a
391 granular sheared system is effective only once clasts domi-
392 nate with a sub-rounded shape. This result suggests that it is
393 only after the initiation of this rolling process that survivor
394 clasts distributed throughout the entire gouge layer can be
395 individually wrapped by the successive concentric layers of
396 clays. Additional space to allow grain rolling can be provided
397 by the observed dilatancy of the simulated fault zone due to
398 the water liquid-to-vapor phase transition, which involves an
399 increase of the initial water volume by a factor of 10, which is
400 an increase of the gouge pore fluid pressure. This is thermal
401 pressurization [Sibson, 1973]. This phenomenon is validated
402 by first the observed high-amplitude peak events in axial
403 displacement [Boutareaud et al., 2008c], and second the
404 observed released of water vapor monitored by Brantut et
405 al. [2008] during similar nonsaturated friction experiments.
406 [25] The lower surface percentage of CCAs obtained at
407 0.09 m s�1 in nonsaturated conditions, with respect to
408 higher slip velocities, can be explained by the lower heat
409 produced by friction, which leads to a lower excess pore fluid
410 pressure and a moderate slip-weakening effect [Boutareaud,
411 2007].
412 [26] The nanometric to micrometric cataclastic layer
413 observed at the edge of the central clasts might constitute
414 the result of grain collision during the early stage of rolling
415 process. Moreover, the absence of any obvious fracture

416through central clasts of CCAs indicates the rapid occur-
417rence of a wrapping process during the establishment of
418rolling process, which highly reduces fracturing probability
419and the subsequent size reduction of grains by lowering
420intense stress contact at the clast boundaries [Mandl et al.,
4211977].
422[27] In the following section, we study the role of
423electrochemical properties of water on the formation and
424development of CCAs.

4254.2. Aggregation Process

426[28] CCAs exhibit similar structural characteristics to the
427volcanic accretionary lapilli described by Schumacher and
428Schmincke [1995]. This suggests comparable development
429processes for the CCAs with frequent collisions of liquid-
430coated particles in a turbulent mixture of solid particles in a
431critical reactive liquid-vapor water medium (Figure 12).
432Therefore, the CCA aggregation process is expected to be
433controlled by the combination of two major physical forces
434[Boutareaud et al., 2008c]. The first physical forces likely
435to be efficient are electrostatic forces that attract long-ranged
436(>500 Å) extremely fine mineral fragments from the sur-
437roundings. The second are capillary forces that (1) bind short-
438ranged (<100 Å) attracted fragments to the central clast of the
439growing aggregate, and (2) overwhelm the grain dispersive
440force resulting from charge repulsion or clast rebound after
441collision.

Figure 10. Red arrows indicate CCAs showing a foliated gouge fragment as central clast. (a) Single
natural CCA from the TCDP Hole B retrieved from 1136 m depth (FZB1136). (b) Single experimental
CCA from a run conducted from 0.09 m s�1 at 0.6 MPa in initially nonsaturated conditions (560).

Figure 9. TEM photomicrographs from FIB sections located in Figure 7, from a natural CCA from FZB1136 (Figures 9a–
9d) and an experimental CCA from run 521 (Figures 9e–9h), showing (a and e) the contact central clast/cortex. Figures 9b
and 9h are from Figure 9a, but their relative position in CCA is located for a better understanding. (b) Central clast of
quartz. (c) Transition between the central clast (CC) and the surrounding cortex (C), showing the intermediate clay-rich
foliated layer with a white arrow (FL) and the cataclastic layer (CL). Inset shows electron diffraction patterns showing a
diffusion ring pattern revealing a well-crystallized cataclastic zone. (d) Example of clasts, here feldspar and chlorite,
surrounded by platy clay minerals in the cortex. Felds and Mu stand for feldspar and muscovite, respectively. (f) Transition
between the central clast of calcite (CC) and the surrounding cortex (C), showing the intermediate clay-rich foliated layer
with a white arrow (FL) and the cataclastic layer (CL). (g) Nanometric clasts scattered within an amorphous clay material
in the cortex. Inset shows electron diffraction patterns showing a diffusion ring pattern revealing locally the presence of
amorphous material within the cortex. (h) Muscovite clast surrounded by platy clay minerals.
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442 [29] Electrostatic Coulomb attraction is inversely propor-
443 tional to the medium permittivity. Liquid-vapor phase
444 transition of water (which implies a decrease of water density
445 from 0.88 to 0.1) leads to a decrease of water permittivity by
446 one order of magnitude (from 43.98 to 1.02 e according to
447 Chistyakov [2007]). Hence, the amount of released pore
448 water vapor directly controls the permittivity of the gouge
449 during shearing.
450 [30] The generation of electrostatic charges on solid
451 particle surfaces can result from short-lived particle colli-
452 sion (i.e., fracto-emission process and triboelectric effect)
453 [Gilbert et al., 1991] for the nucleus, and from natural highly
454 negative electric charge lattice structure of smectites (due to
455 the so-called electrical double layer at the surface of clay
456 particles, see Tabbagh and Cosenza [2007]) for the cortex.
457 The observed wide range of CCA sizes (5–375 mm) with a
458 larger amount of smaller CCAs is consistent with such
459 assumption, considering that smaller particles have a higher
460 q/m ratio (q is the Coulomb charge and m is the mass), which
461 enhances the electrostatic forces, first due to their larger
462 surface area to volume ratio and second due to the Paschen

463law (the decrease in air breakdown voltage with reduction in
464particle gap).
465[31] This process of aggregation occurs during the slip
466weakening, when the gouge becomes fluidized [Boutareaud
467et al., 2008c]. However, the exact timing for apparition of
468CCAs remains debatable.

4694.3. Cortex Development

470[32] From an initial situation of a water vapor in a
471dynamic equilibrium with its nonvapor phases, the partial
472pressure of the water vapor can exceed the saturation vapor
473pressure, leading to the condensation of water. This would
474occur when the saturation vapor pressure becomes reduced
475(because of a reduction in the temperature) or when the
476partial pressure of water vapor increases (because of a
477reduction of the volume, for instance). At the steady-state
478friction, depending on initially saturated or nonsaturated
479conditions, the calculated exponential increase of temper-
480ature reaches a maximum value at the periphery comprised
481between 61 and 209�C for 0.09 m s�1 experiments at
4820.6 MPa (this study), between 375 and 420�C for 0.9 m s�1

483experiments at 0.6 MPa [Boutareaud, 2007], and between
484355 and 420�C for 1.3 m s�1 experiments at 0.6 MPa
485[Boutareaud et al., 2008a]. These results are inconsistent
486with the first proposition. However, a local drop of pressure
487in the vicinity of the rotating central clast appears to be
488compatible with the second alternative. This local drop of
489pressure might be explained by either (1) a ‘‘rotated pressure
490shadow’’ process showing the proximal pressure shadow
491rotating below the separatrix of the shear flow plane or
492(2) a local pressure gradient due to flow around the particles
493[Muite et al., 2004].
494[33] The tendency of a surface to adsorb water depends
495on many factors including mineral composition, surface
496charge, surface roughness, the chemistry and pH of the
497pore water, and pressure-temperature conditions [Morrow
498et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2002].
499[34] Clay particles (platelets) of the CCA cortex get
500aggregated in a spherical way. It results in an isotropic
501surface conductivity [Tabbagh and Cosenza, 2007] associ-
502ated with a higher electrical conductivity perpendicular to
503the nucleus surface, which is proportional to the cation
504exchange capacity (CEC), i.e., the capacity of clay layers to
505exchanges cations with surroundings [Ellis, 1987]. This is
506consistent with the observed random alternation of concen-
507tric micrometric porous and dense layers around the cortex.
508[35] The adsorption of water is especially sensitive to the
509silanol density for the silica surface [Iler, 1979], which
510could be produced by crushing of quartz grains within pure
511water. This process induces a decrease in pH with increas-
512ing shearing duration [Saruwatari et al., 2004]. However,
513the very high pH (8.5–9.5) measured from the two Che-
514lungpu borehole cores during and after drilling around the
515Chi-Chi PSZ [Chen et al., 2007] suggests that the pH should
516not play a major role in the adsorption of water for central
517quartz, but rather on the amount of smectite negatively
518charged [Kraepiel et al., 1998] and on their adhesion force
519to the surroundings [Plassard et al., 2005; Jouanna et al.,
5202008].
521[36] The fully hydrophylic and electrically negative basal
522planes of smectites are known to attract and bind hydrated
523ions. However, the surprising absence of increase in the size

Figure 11. Infrared microscope images showing the
location of low hydration areas (high and low ratio values)
and high hydration areas of clays (low ratio value). (a) A
postexperiment gouge sheared at 0.9 m s�1 in initially
saturated conditions (521), located in Figure 1. From the top
to the bottom, the ultrafine-grained foliated gouge zone (1),
CCA-bearing gouge layer (2), and epoxy (3) are shown.
(b) A postexperiment gouge sheared at 1.3 m s�1 in initially
nonsaturated conditions (728). Layer 4 corresponds to a
CCA with a foliated gouge forming the central clast.
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524 of CCA cortex from initially nonsaturated conditions to
525 initially saturated conditions (Figure 5), usually provided by
526 a consecutive increase of pull-off forces [Jones et al., 2002]
527 and adsorbed water film layers [Ikari et al., 2007], suggests
528 that gouge relative humidity should be lower than 25%
529 [Jones et al., 2002], whatever the initially humid conditions.
530 This assumption may well explain the observed high hydra-
531 tion state and the regular 15 mm thick CCA cortex, whatever
532 the initially humid conditions, slip velocity, or applied nor-
533 mal stress.
534 [37] Moreover, binding capillary forces between spheres
535 of equal size are known to increase with increasing volume
536 of the liquid bridge [Schubert, 1979]. These forces, which
537 get stronger in the case of two spheres of different sizes (the
538 liquid volume increases relative to the mass of the smaller
539 sphere), are good candidates to explain the maximum 1 mm
540 size of mineral fragments contained within the cortex of the
541 two types of CCAs. Hence, following the chemical potential
542 definition of Tuller et al. [1999], adsorptive and capillary
543 surface forces (which dominate at the dry and wet end of the
544 degree of saturation, respectively) appear to have a common
545 contribution to the formation of the CCAs, which implies
546 that gouge humidity should be in the range of 5%–25%
547 [Jones et al., 2002; Or and Tuller, 1999] during the forma-
548 tion of CCAs.
549

550 5. Opening Issues

551 [38] According the IR microscope results, the ultrafine-
552 grained foliated gouge is more desiccated than that of the
553 nonfoliated gouge. This observation suggests that the foli-

554ated gouge represents the heat generation zone caused by an
555extreme localization of the slip [Logan et al., 1979; Yund et
556al., 1990; Chester and Chester, 1998; Rice, 2006; Rockwell
557and Ben-Zion, 2007; Brantut et al., 2008]. Heat is then
558diffused across the entire fault gouge during shearing,
559leading to, first, a pore water liquid-vapor transition once
560the critical temperature is reached and, second, pressuriza-
561tion of the fault gouge (see section 4.1).The large fragments
562of ultrafine-grained foliated gouge forming the central clast
563of the largest CCAs in natural or experimental gouges
564(Figures 10 and 11) have three major implications. First,
565it indicates that the foliated gouge can be reworked in
566CCAs. This suggests that, for the foliated gouge to be
567pulled out, the simulated fault zone experienced granular
568flow process, i.e., a two-phase flow consisting of CCAs as
569particles and clay gouge matrix as interstitial fluid. Second,
570it means that, at least for some displacement during the slip
571weakening, the foliated gouge and CCAs are simultaneously
572formed in the fault zone. However, the exact timing of
573formation of CCAs during the slip weakening and its effect
574on the apparition of the narrow localized slip surface (i.e., the
575foliated gouge) remains uncertain [Boutareaud, 2007]. Third,
576the large fragments of ultrafine-grained foliated gouge form-
577ing the central clast of the largest CCAs do not correspond to
578an experimental artifact. This provides the evidence that this
579natural gouge from the Hole B has experienced a seismic slip.
580[39] Detailed observations of the both natural and exper-
581imental gouges show the occurrence of an amorphous
582material in the cortex of CCAs. The exact mechanical origin
583of this material remains speculative, as no step experiments
584have so far been conducted. However, this material may

Figure 12. Schematic representation of aggregation processes for the formation and development of
CCAs, taking place in a critical reactive liquid-vapor water medium (modified from Gilbert and Lane
[1994]). Electrostatic forces attract long-ranged extremely fine mineral fragments from the surroundings,
and capillary forces of the coated liquid (1) bind short-ranged attracted fragments to the central clast of
the growing aggregate and (2) overwhelm the grain dispersive force resulting from charge repulsion or
clast rebound after collision. The idealized separatrix surface lies between the spherical displacement path
of the growing CCA, where a local drop of pressure occurs and open displacement paths farther away.
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585 originate from the gouge PSZ, as the result of local flash
586 heating [Rice, 2006; Brantut et al., 2008] and intense grain
587 size reduction [Yund et al., 1990].
588 [40] The aggregation process that has been reproduced
589 from simulated seismic slip is enhanced by the critical
590 reactive liquid-to-vapor pore water phase transition induc-
591 ing gouge fluidization. This transition in the seismogenic
592 zone does depend on the pressure-temperature conditions.
593 Another subsequent potential parameter would be the
594 amount of CO2 dissolved in pore water [Takenouchi and
595 Kennedy, 1964]. However, the absence of any strong
596 evidence of thermal decomposition products of carbonates
597 from experimental gouges suggests that gas emission of
598 CO2 [Han et al., 2007a, 2007b] did not occur during our
599 experiments.
600 [41] Among the various thermally activated mechanisms
601 proposed so far to account for the observed slip weakening,
602 few of them are reasonably consistent with the fluidization of
603 the sheared gouge. In the absence of any normal or inverse
604 grading in the postexperiment gouges, and taking into
605 account the low scale of the rotary shear experiment, acoustic
606 dynamic fluidization [Melosh, 1996] can be ruled out.
607 Conversely, thermal dehydration of clays, subsequent pore
608 water phase change due to frictional heating, and consequent
609 excess pore fluid pressure (considering that the fluid pro-
610 duction rate is greater than the rate of fluid escape), is
611 named thermal pressurization [Sibson, 1973; Wibberley
612 and Shimamoto, 2005; Sulem et al., 2007]. This process
613 represents a serious candidate to explain the observed reduc-
614 tion of the fault strength by Boutareaud et al. [2008c].
615 Finally, the natural CCAs reported in this paper, coming
616 from the past-recognized 1999 earthquake Chi-Chi PSZ
617 [Boullier et al., 2009], classify CCAs as new unequivocal
618 textural evidence for shallow depth thermal pressurization
619 and consequently for past seismic faulting.
620 [42] How deep the CCAs form in the upper crust highly
621 depends on local pressure-temperature conditions, with
622 respect to the water phase diagram [Wagner and Pruss,
623 2002]. However, as shown by Mizoguchi et al. [2007a],
624 the amount of CO2 dissolved in pore gouge water would play
625 a major role on the water liquid-vapor phase transition.
626 [43] Thermal dehydration of the fault gouge material
627 [Mizoguchi et al., 2006; Hirose and Bystricky, 2007; Brantut
628 et al., 2008] appears to be a serious candidate to explain clay
629 interlayer-water removing and consecutive cortex structure
630 collapse (i.e., radial compaction of the concentric dense
631 layers) observed by EDX-SEM, with a higher relative atomic
632 density of Al, Mg, and Fe element in the CCA cortex.
633 [44] The higher crystallinity of cortex for natural CCAs
634 compared with experimental CCAs highly suggests that
635 long-term in situ retrograde reactions of phyllosilicates due
636 to hydrothermal reactions [Wintsch et al., 1995; Rutter et al.,
637 1986;Vrolijk, 1990] have a critical impact on the preservation
638 of CCAs contained within the short-lived PSZ: while the
639 cristallinity of the experimental CCA has been ‘‘freezed’’ on
640 thin sections, the cristallinity of the natural CCA has under-
641 gone retrograde reactions within the fault gouge, changing a
642 material locally amorphous (i.e., in a metastable state) to
643 stable phases, i.e., recrystallization. The efficiency of these
644 processes, combined to subsequent overprinted embrittle-
645 ment events, could highly explain the scarcity of natural
646 examples reported so far.

647[45] At high reactive hydrothermal conditions, depending
648on the prevailing fluid flow properties and permeability
649structure of the fault zone [Wibberley et al., 2008], after-slip
650period shows the occurrence of mechanical and chemical
651fluid-assisted fault healing with compaction [Sibson, 1989;
652Bos and Spiers, 2000, 2002; Nakatani and Scholz, 2004]
653and build-up of intergranular cohesion [Giger et al., 2008].
654These processes increase grain contact area, which lead in
655turn to the development of cohesive bonds between adjacent
656particles, i.e., CCAs. This healing process may promote the
657static strength of the whole fault gouge in a short risetime,
658inhibiting by this way inter-seismic cataclastic granular flow
659(i.e., aseismic creeping behavior of the fault). This might
660have enough potential for first controlling the initial strength
661recovery for shallow depth seismogenic faults, which is the
662recurrence time for large earthquakes, and second modify-
663ing asperity structure on the PSZ, which can dramatically
664affect the subsequent coseismic fault slip [Sagy and Brodsky,
6652009].

6666. Conclusions

667[46] CCAs resulting from friction experiments at seismic
668slip velocities exhibit similar characteristics to the natural
669CCAs recently observed from the PSZ of the seismogenic
670Chelungpu fault and recognized as the slipping zone of the
671Mw 7.6 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake.
672[47] Similar to accretionary lapilli, CCA formation
673requires a common contribution of adsorptive and capillary
674surface forces, as the result of the natural highly negative
675electric charge lattice structure of smectites and a local
676pressure drop at constant humid conditions, respectively.
677However, a fundamental uncertainty remains on the possi-
678bility of other clay minerals, such as kaolinite, which fre-
679quently occurs in fault gouge, to allow such an aggregation
680process.
681[48] Considering first the large-scale spatial heterogeneous
682distribution of ground acceleration along the Chelungpu fault
683trace that occurred during the Chi-Chi earthquake [Ma et al.,
6842003] and second that CCAs appear after experimental slip
685weakening representative to the typical risetime and break-
686down stress drop of large earthquakes, based on fractal
687dimension, the volume ratio of CCAs could be a new
688indicator for thermal pressurization efficiency for a given
689fault segment.
690[49] This work provides the evidence that CCAs can be
691seriously considered as new geological evidence for thermal
692pressurization and gouge fluidization at shallow depth, i.e.,
693paleoseismic events along shallow crustal faults.
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